MIMS-NACCHO Partnership

MIMS is partnering with NACCHO to provide all their clinics access to the most up-to-date and relevant medicines information through eMIMS.

MIMS is proud to partner with NACCHO and work together to achieve health equality for Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and contribute to the Close the Gap Campaign. By joining our efforts, we strive to ensure that all Australians live a long, healthy and happy life.

eMIMS is a trusted and well-established resource, and remains your complete guide to Product Information, Consumer Medicine Information, Product Images, Drug Interactions and PBS information for all registered medicines in Australia.

**MIMS is offering all clinics a discounted rate for eMIMS subscriptions at $165.00 incl. gst per user.**

This is a generous discounted offer, our standard single user price for eMIMS is $299.00.

To take advantage of this offer and support this MIMS and NACCHO partnership:

Please email Kumar Singh at kumar.singh@mims.com.au with your order details (your name, clinic name, clinic address, phone number, eMIMS Cloud or Classic, and how many users you will need at the clinic)

eMIMS is available as two platforms:

- **eMIMSCloud** – needs internet connection
  - internet-based and can be accessed from wherever you are on any internet abled device.
  - In eMIMSCloud you will find additional content such as tools and calculators to help you make decisions based on evidence based parameters.
  - Drug Allergy interactions checker.
  - With eMIMS Cloud there is nothing to install or update
  - No updates are required by you.

- **eMIMS Classic** – does not rely on internet connection
  - downloaded to sit on your hard drive from a DVD.
  - eMIMS Classic can be installed on a network or single PC/laptop. You will be provided with a license key which will activate your subscription.
  - You do not need to logon to eMIMS Classic – you simply need to open it and leave it open during working hours.
  - MIMS will provide you with a DVD in April August and December; monthly medicines information updates need to be manually downloaded and installed for months other than when you receive a DVD. MIMS will provide you with an email each month to notify you that the updated information